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Anderson and ORS v Lime Tree Village (Residential Parks) [2013] NSWCTTT 423 (21 August 2013)

CONSUMER, TRADER & TENANCY TRIBUNAL
Residential Parks Division


APPLICATION NO:

RP 12/60658 & Ors

APPLICANTS:

Dianne Valerie Anderson & Ors

RESPONDENT:

Culars No 2 Pty Ltd t/as Lime Tree Village

APPLICATION:

That the rent increases from 4 February 2013 and     15 March 2013 are excessive

APPEARANCES:
Faye Urquhart and Ray Dumbell for the applicants;
Richard Black for the respondent

HEARINGS:

25 January 2013, 19 April 2013, and 3 June 2013       at Coffs Harbour

LEGISLATION:

Residential Parks Act 1998
(the “RP Act”) sections 53, 55, 57 and 58

KEYWORDS:
Excessive rent increase



ORDERS


	An extension of time to 8 March 2013 in which to lodge the following applications is granted; RP 13/15732, RP 13/15734, RP 13/15736,     RP 13/15739, and RP13/15741.


	Pursuant to section 58 of the Residential Parks Act 1998 the rent payable by the applicants whose notice of rent increase is effective on 4 February 2013, is not to exceed the sum of $123.46 pw from 4 February 2013 for a period of 12 months.


	Pursuant to section 58 of the Residential Parks Act 1998 the rent payable by the applicants whose notice of rent increase is effective on 15 March 2013, is not to exceed the sum of $123.46 pw from 15 March 2013 for a period of 12 months.


	Any amount of rent which has been overpaid as a result of orders 2 and 3 is to be credited to the applicants’ rent accounts.





REASONS FOR DECISION

	The Tribunal received eight applications which claimed that a proposed rent increase for sites at Lime Tree Village (“Lime Tree”) in Coffs Harbour, were excessive.


	The applications were initially listed for hearing at Coffs Harbour on 25 January 2013. Procedural directions were issued on this date, and the matters were again listed for hearing on 19 April 2013, at which time the matters were further adjourned by consent. The applications came before me at Coffs Harbour on 3 June 2013.


	Pursuant to section 54 of the Consumer, Trader and Tenancy Tribunal Act 2001 (the “CTTT Act”) the parties were given opportunities to resolve the dispute in conciliation. The parties could not reach agreement and thus the applications proceeded by way of an informal hearing.


	Faye Urquhart of the Affiliated Residential Park Residents Association was granted leave to represent the applicants. Ms Urquhart was assisted in the role by Ray Dumbrell, a resident of “Lime Tree”. The respondent was represented by its’ financial controller, Richard Black.


	As stated above, at the hearing on 25 January 2013, the Tribunal issued procedural directions to the parties for the exchange of evidence. At the request of the applicants, the timetable for compliance with the directions was extended by the Tribunal on 13 February 2013. The applicants’ documents were received by the Tribunal on 18 February 2013. The respondent later sought a further extension of the timetable, but this does not appear to have been specifically resolved by the Tribunal. The Tribunal noted, that the responded handed its documents to the applicants’ representative and the Tribunal, at the hearing on 19 April 2013.


	At the hearing on 3 June 2013, when the respondent was asked to give its evidence, Mr Black presented a lengthy written submission. Time at the hearing did not allow the full submission to be taken in as evidence.  At the conclusion of the hearing, the parties were invited to submit any further evidence on which they sought to rely, within 14 days. Both parties took advantage of this opportunity extended by the Tribunal to provide further evidence.


	I note the objection by Ms Urquhart to the respondent submitting the written submission to the Tribunal at the hearing on 3 June 2013. The Tribunal has a statutory obligation to ensure procedural fairness to the parties (section 28 (2) of the “CTTT Act”) and I believe this was achieved by way of the procedural direction issue at the conclusion of the hearing of 3 June 2013.


	Each applicant occupies a site within “Lime Tree” upon which is located their own relocatable home, which they occupy as their principal place of residence. The parties have each entered into a “residential site agreement” under the “RP Act”. Schedule 1 of the CTTT Act establishes that the Tribunal’s jurisdiction in respect of matters arising under the “RP Act” is to be exercised in the Tribunal’s Residential Parks Division. As the present matters proceeded in the Tribunal’s Residential Parks Division, the Tribunal has jurisdiction to hear and determine the applications.


	I understand that there are 101 residents in the park and eight of these residents have made applications to the Tribunal seeking orders. The applications are generally of a pro forma type and seek orders under section 55 of the RP Act that the notified rent increases are excessive.


	On 25 October 2012 the respondent issued notices of the increased rent payable under each residential site agreement, and such notices required the increased rent to be payable from 4 February 2013. The applications were initially lodged together on 23 November 2012, being within the time allowed under section 55 of the RP Act. On 7 January 2013 the respondent issued replacement notices of the increased rent payable by five residents, with the increased rent to be payable from 15 March 2013. The five residents lodged fresh application on 8 March 2013, being outside the time allowed under the RP Act. The new applications each sought an extension of time. In the circumstances, there is no demonstrated prejudice to the respondent in extending the time, thus under section 81 of the CTTT Act, I grant an extension of time to 8 March 2013 in which to lodge the subject applications.


	The final position is that the eight residents received notice of a rent increase of $13.23 pw, on an existing rent of $116.77, to make a proposed rent of $130.00 pw.


	It was raised by the applicants at the hearing on 3 June 2013, that three of the applicants have a clause in their residential site agreements relating to rent increases. The clause stated: “Rent increases will be effective from 1st October each year, 6% or C.P.I, whichever is the greater will be the basis for rent increases each year.” Section 53 (7) of the RP Act, when referring to methods in a residential tenancy agreement of calculating the amount of any increase of rent payable, states in part; “If more than one method is specified, the method that results in the lowest increase of rent is the applicable method.” As the subject clause states that the method resulting in the greater increase is to apply, the clause is clearly inconsistent with the RP Act and pursuant to section 11 of the RP Act the clause is void.


	The respondent comments that although the applicants’ representative is aware of the requirement that the applicants must establish, on the balance of probabilities, that the proposed rent increase is excessive, Mr Black claims that the applicants; “have manifestly failed to provide any substantive evidence in support of their claims.” I must state that it is the Tribunal’s role to consider and weigh all the evidence, and then to determine whether the applicants have discharged the onus of proof placed upon them. Clearly this is the process I will follow in resolving these applications.


	The RP Act under section 57 sets out the factors to which the Tribunal may have regard in determining whether a rent increase payable under a residential tenancy agreement is excessive. The parties have presented considerable evidence on the matters, and consideration has been given to such evidence in my determination.


Section 57(a) General market level of rents for comparable premises

	This factor requires an assessment of the general market level of rents for comparable premises in the same park or in other parks in the locality or a similar locality


	The evidence is that prior to the subject rent increases, 92 residents including the eight applicants were paying rent of $116.77pw, I understand that nine other residents are paying rent of $130.00 pw, and eight of these are new residents. The Tribunal has consistently held that the rent paid by new residents to a park, does not necessarily establish the general market level of rent for the park.


	Leaving aside the eight applications, there are 84 residents whose rent was increased by $6.69 pw from $116.77 pw to $123.46 pw from 4 February 2013. I understand that the rent increase was made up of C.P.I. of 2.3% plus $4.00 pw, and is part of a 3 year agreement, which will see these residents’ rents increase by $6.00 plus C.P.I. over the following two years, that is, in February 2014, and February 2015. I cannot accept the respondent’s argument that; “these residents have therefore agreed to pay rent of $129.46 per week (adjusted for inflation) albeit that there is an effective discount on this amount for the next 2 years.”  Although I believe there is merit in parties agreeing to staged rent increases, it is my position that these 84 residents have accepted a rent increase of $6.69 pw bringing their rent to $123.46pw from 4 February 2013.


	The park owner has referred to the case of Spencer v Commonwealth [1907] 5 CLR 418, in its submission. I note the comments of Member Ransome in Benttley v Hampshire (Fern Bay) Pty Ltd t/as Bayway Village (Residential Parks) [2011] NSW CTTT (12 December 2011), being; “That was a case about the value of land compulsorily acquired by the Commonwealth to be a site for a fort …I do not find the analysis in Spencer particularly helpful. The reference point for that judgement is the sale value of a single parcel of land in a private market. To me, the situation is not analogous to an existing lease on a site within a residential park. In addition, the Act does not refer to ‘market rent’. It refers to the general market level of rents.”

	At point 33 of the park owner’s submission of 17 June 2013, reference is made to a statement in September 2011, by the Parks and Village Service. The park owner then states; “Given this acknowledgement of the market situation by a government funded body providing advocacy and support to park residents, any suggestion that the general market level of rent in Lime Tree Village is less that $130 per week , is simply unsustainable”.  The statement by the Parks and Village Service is very broad and non-specific. There is recorded evidence in previous decisions of this Tribunal of rents in parks in coastal NSW considerably less than $130.00 pw, and others in excess of $130.00 pw. The present case has a similar range of evidence as to rents in parks, situated in coastal NSW.


	There appears to be no fully residential park within Coffs Harbour, other than “Lime Tree”. The applicants submit details of two mixed parks within Coffs Harbour, and two residential parks at Bonville, a short distance south of Coffs Harbour. The rents at the Bonville parks appear to range from $105.00pw to $120.00 pw. The applicants also put forward details of two residential parks in Ballina; in which the rents appear to range from $101.05pw to $113.00 pw. There is also limited details of a residential park in Alstonville. A park in Nambucca Heads, being some 35 minutes south of Coffs Harbour, appears to have site rents of $103.60 pw.


	The respondent provides details of some 14 residential parks, all of which allegedly have site rents in excess of $130.00 pw. The applicants argue that many of the parks nominated by the respondent are mixed parks (that is, tourist and residential) and that most of the other parks have superior amenities and facilities to the “Lime Tree”.


	The evidence before me is that the “Lime Tree” is located quite centrally in Coffs Harbour, although in a predominately commercial area. The park is apparently an older caravan park that has been converted to a manufactured homes village. The amenities, whilst adequate do not appear to be extensive.


	I have to conclude that no submitted park is closely comparable to “Lime Tree”, but I believe some adjusted comparison can be drawn from the parks at Bonville and Ballina.


Section 57 (b) Value of the residential premises.

	I note the applicants’ reference to a ruling regarding an exemption from paying land tax by some residential parks. However nothing really turns on this issue.



Section 57 (c) Frequency and amount of past increases 

	By way of applications to the Tribunal, and by direct negotiations between some residents and the park owner, rents were established at $98.50 in March 2009, and then increased annually as follows:


March 2010		$104.50
March 2011		$109.77
February 2012	$116.77

Section 57 (d) A general price index

	The parties agree that the relevant CPI all groups Sydney is 2.3 %.  


	The respondent argues that a more reliable general index would be, “the Consumer Price Index Sydney (Housing Group) Index and / or the Producer Price Index (Accommodation).” Section 57 (d) does not specify, “the Consumer Price Index (All Groups) for Sydney”, as section 58 (2A) of the RP Act does, however it does state; “a general price index (such as the Consumer Price Index)”. The section invites the Tribunal to have regard to a general price index. It does not, in my opinion, contemplate the Tribunal considering a specialised or restricted index.


Section 57 (e) the conduct of the parties 

	Although the parties have made comments about the alleged actions of the park owner in regards to negotiating rent increases, and in response to applications by residents to the Tribunal, most statements have been advanced under section 57(k). I will address these issues later in this determination.


Section 57 (f) Amount of outgoings

	The brief comments made by the applicants are not on point. The park owner provides no evidence under this factor.


Sections 57 (g) (h) (i) (j)

	Limited comments have been made by both parties under these headings. There is little relevant evidence under these factors which would influenced the issue to be determined, being whether the notified rent increase is excessive. I do acknowledge however, that the park owner has undertaken considerable improvements in the park since 2009.


Section 57 (k) any other relevant matter

	Both parties have made considerable comments about the negotiations between the park residents and the park owner regarding staged rent increases. There would appear to be benefit to all parties in achieving an agreement as to future rent increases, especially as to the certainty it provides to both the residents and the park owner. Clearly the parties would approach such negotiations from differing positions, and I have  no doubt that individuals would have different opinions as to whether such negotiations were amicable, or were excessively robust.


	What is relevant to the Tribunal is that as a result of the negotiations, 84 residents have entered into an agreement for staged rent increases and eight residents have bought applications to the Tribunal to determine whether the rent increase is excessive.


Conclusions

	The RP Act sets out a number of factors which the Tribunal may have regard to in determining whether a proposed rent increase is excessive. The factors are not ranked, and none of the factors is declared to be predominant.


	The Tribunal’s role is to take into account the evidence presented by the parties in relation to the factors set out in section 57, and to decide on balance, whether the rent increase is excessive. What is under consideration is not the rent itself, but the increase in the rent.


	The onus is on the applicants, to prove on the balance of probabilities, that the rent increase is excessive.


	On considering all the evidence submitted, the more relevant factors are;


	Some 83% of the park residents have entered into a staged rent increase agreement, with their rent increasing by $6.69 pw to $123.46 pw from 4 February 2013.


	9% of the park residents are paying rent of $130.00 pw.


	No submitted parks are closely comparable to the “Lime Tree”.


	A limited comparison can be drawn from the parks in Bonville, which range in rent from $105.00 pw to $120.00 pw and from the parks in Ballina, which range in rent from $101.05 pw to $113.00 pw.


	The relevant general price index is 2.3 %.


	There is no evidence before me as to the amount of any outgoings.


	The proposed rent increase from $116.77 pw to $130.00 pw is an increase of $13.23 pw being a percentage increase of 11.3%.


	After having regard to the evidence, I am satisfied that an increase in the rent of more than 11 % is beyond normal or usual in the circumstances. I declare that the rent increase is excessive.


	I determine the rent increase is to be in line with the increase incurred by the vast majority of the park residents. Therefore I order that the rent payable is not to exceed the sum of $123.46 for a period of 12 months from the effective dates of the rent increase notices. Any overpaid rent is to be credited to the applicants’ rent accounts.






Mark Gilson
Member
Consumer, Trader and Tenancy Tribunal

21 August 2013

